
 

                                   
 

           The Economic Development Corporation of Lawrence and Douglas County 
  

                646 Vermont St., Ste. 200, Lawrence, KS  66044,  Phone: 785.865.4411 
 

May 15, 2015 
 
Mr. Tom Larkin 
Flint Hills Holdings 
832 Pennsylvania Street 
Lawrence, KS 66044 
 
Re:  Letter of Support 
 
Mr. Larkin, 
 
On behalf of the Economic Development Corporation of Lawrence & Douglas County, we are 
providing you this letter of support for Flint Hills Holdings’ rezoning requestfor the project in the 
Cultural Arts District, i.e. the “district”.  It is our understanding that the project, i.e. the “bistro”, is 
intended to be an eclectic destination and a quality of life amenity for those who live in or near the 
district and, most importantly, that your organization will not allow the bistro to be a nuisance to 
the surrounding neighborhoods and community at large. 
 
The EDC values your organization’s investment in the district and the many, many jobs created 
and yet to be created.  Your organization has invested heavily in affordable housing, affordable 
office space for artists, start-ups and entrepreneurs and is currently creating urban density via the 9 
Del Lofts.  We also value your organizations dedication to preserving historic structures and 
returning them to productive, aesthetically pleasing property tax generating developments.  
Finally, we value your commitment to transparency and flexibility throughout the redevelopment 
of the district and allowing community stakeholders and neighborhood representatives the 
opportunity to participate in this process. 
 
It is for these reasons that we support Flint Hills Holdings request..  We have confidence that your 
organization will continue to invest in quality developments, that the bistro will be an asset to the 
community, and that it will enhance the destination being created in the Cultural Arts District 
designed to culturally enhance the lives of Lawrencians and serve as a destination for those who 
visit and stay in our fine community. 
 
Warm regards, 

 
Brady Pollington, Vice President 
EDC Of Lawrence & Douglas County 



 
May 10, 2015 
 
 
Mr. Mayor and City Commissioners, 
 
I am writing to you in regards to the bar proposed for 804 Pennsylvania. 
 
I strongly urge you to maintain the 55% food sales requirement for this 
establishment. 
 
The City has already compromised with the applicant by giving them 2 years ( as 
opposed to the 1 normally given) to achieve the 55% food sales threshold. Further 
reducing this requirement would create a troubling new precedent for potential 
bars in East Lawrence and across the city.  
 
In addition, I believe we must ask for the bar (assuming the developer moves 
forward with the 55% requirement) to close at midnight. It is planned for a 
residential neighborhood and I believe that the interests of underage neighbors 
(children) and the many others who would be adversely affected outweigh the 
business interests of the developer in this instance.  
 
If the developer is unwilling to abide by these terms, then the bar may not have a 
business plan that is feasible (it should not be the burden of the neighborhood to 
capitulate to a poor business plan.) We should not open the 'bar door' to others by 
relaxing the measures that were put in place to safeguard our neighborhoods from 
establishments that cater only to drinking.  
 
Thank you for your consideration, 
 
Dave Loewenstein 
 



John A. Gascon 
941 Pennsylvania Street 
Lawrence, KS 66044 
May  17, 2014 

Mayor Jeremy Farmer 
City of Lawrence 
6 East 6th Street 
Lawrence, KS 66044 
 
RE: 804 Pennsylvania Street 

Dear Mayor Farmer: 

As a resident of the East Lawrence Neighborhood at 941 Pennsylvania Street, I am writing to express my 
support of the 804 Pennsylvania Street proposal to allow for a "Bar" use without restriction on food sales. 
 
In Ray Oldenburg's influential book The Great Good Place he argues the community importance of having 
a place to facilitate creative social interaction that is not the "first place" (home) or "second place" (work).  
These types of places are characterized as being free or inexpensive, accessible through walking, involve 
regulars, and are welcoming and comfortable.  It's of no surprise that coffee shops and bars/brewpubs have 
traditionally served as the 'third place' for millions of communities for over 1,000 years. 
 
With nearly 100 years of Zoning restriction history in the United States we have learned that 
compartmentalizing uses has led to the deterioration of our neighborhoods and the loss of the “third place’ 
for neighbors to go.  As described in Jeff Speck’s Walkable City and The Smart Growth Manual, ‘A 
neighborhood should endeavor to include a balanced mix of housing, working, shopping, recreation, and 
civic uses”.  The Horizon 2020 update process has identified the integration of uses within neighborhood s 
and job creation as core issues Lawrence citizens want our development plans to address. 
 
Any owner/operator who wishes to open an establishment at 804 Pennsylvania is taking a great risk 
because of its location and lack of customers in the immediate area, specifically to the north and east.  With 
high build out costs, low margins and an unproven location, we would be fortunate to find an entrepreneur 
willing to take a risk on East Lawrence without any restrictions. 
 
The Staff report addresses concerns about the noise outdoor seating might create.  I would remind you that 
directly to the north of 804 Pennsylvania is a BNSF Railway which services 425,000lb locomotives that 
blast warning horns at 96-110 decibels all hours of the day.  The existing noise level at that site far exceeds 
anything a human voice could produce and I have full confidence that it is in the owner’s best interest to 
provide a neighborly level of control over such nuisances in the future. 
 
This project has the potential to improve not only the physical and economic infrastructure of our 
neighborhood, but also provide a 'third place' for residents to call their own. Do not waste this opportunity 
to encourage entrepreneurship, rehabilitate a deteriorating historical structure, create jobs, and restore 
property rights in East Lawrence.  Please remove the food restriction from 804 Pennsylvania Street. 

Sincerely,  
 
 
John A. Gascon 
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Bobbie Walthall

From: C L Suenram <csuen3@sunflower.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 1:02 PM
To: Bobbie Walthall
Subject: Reg. Agenda #2

Hi Bobbi, 
  
Please include this note in the packets for tonight’s meeting. Thank You, Cindy 
  
  
Mayor and Commissioners:  
  
Regarding the 804 Penn Rezoning Request #2 on the regular agenda for May 19, 2015, I support 
keeping the current zoning which includes the 55% in sales food rule. At the meeting held at the 
Cider Gallery May 11, 2015, Tom Larkin of Flint Hills remarked that if their application was denied 
that they (not a direct quote) ‘would abide by the current restrictions and try and make it work’. 
The restrictions agreed upon in the fall of 2013 by the Commission and Flint Hills also included an 
extra year in which to try to meet the 55%. If that cannot happen perhaps the business plan needs 
to change. 
  
Thank you for your consideration to this matter. 
  
With regards, 
Cindy Suenram 
1204 New York 
Lawrence 
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Bobbie Walthall

To: Diane Stoddard
Subject: RE: My two cents regarding preservation of the Black Hills shed on East Eighth, and a 

new bar on Pennsylvania Street...

From: "Mark Kaplan" <mkaplan@earthlink.net> 
To: "Jeremy Farmer" <voteyourselfafarmer@gmail.com>, "Leslie Soden" <lsoden@lawrenceks.org>, "Mike 
Amyx" <mikeamyx515@hotmail.com>, "Stuart Boley" <sboley@lawrenceks.org>, "Matthew Herbert" 
<matthewjherbert@gmail.com> 
Cc: "Diane Stoddard" <dstoddard@lawrenceks.org>, "Lynne Zollner" <lzollner@lawrenceks.org>, "Aaron 
Paden" <aaronpaden@gmail.com> 
Subject: My two cents regarding preservation of the Black Hills shed on East Eighth, and a new bar on 
Pennsylvania Street... 

Lawrence City Commission 

City Hall 

6 E. 6th Street 

Lawrence, Kansas 66044 

 

May 19th, 2015 

  

  

Dear Commissioners and Staff – 

 

        I’m writing in regard to two closely-connected issues on your agenda 
for this evening, May 19th, in turn, closely linked to the so-called East 9th 
Street Arts Corridor project, sponsored by an alliance between the Lawrence 
Arts Center, and downtown developers Doug Compton and Tony Krsnich. 
Thank you all for taking the time to consider my observations. 

 

As a more than 40-year resident of Old East Lawrence, almost 38 as a 
property owner – and as a committed historic preservationist, and advocate 
for the cultural heritage represented by Lawrence’s East Bottoms, and the 
surrounding residential and industrial district – I beg you all to heed the wise 
advice of the city’s Historic Resources Commission, and move to prevent 
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Black Hills Energy from destroying what SHOULD be a contributing structure 
to the historic industrial district, and the few remaining related structures on 
the 800-block of Pennsylvania Street. While I’m deeply concerned about 
what public and private mismanagement of development activity in the 
Warehouse Arts District could mean for the immediately adjacent historic 
residential north end of our neighborhood – I realize that some adaptive 
reuses for the existing remaining architecture there, such as the Poehler 
Warehouse’s successful renovation, is good for the Lawrence community – 
and COULD be good for our entire district, IF development decisions are 
made in the context of what’s best for the entire northern half of our 
neighborhood, between East 11th Street and the Kansas River -- and NOT 
made piecemeal. 

 

Architects and historians can speak to the value embodied in the galvanized 
steel utility building in question, on the NE corner of 8th and Pennsylvania, 
catty-corner across the alley from the Poehler. It’s a much-needed structure 
for any Warehouse Arts District, that could house an exceptional public use, 
such as a year-round ‘farmers’ market space that would bring exactly the 
kind of life to the area that’s historically been there – before the city used 
eminent domain in the 1970s, to throw longtime homeowners in the street, 
against their will, for the ill-conceived Haskell Loop roadway project. Please 
don’t further compound that mistake now, by allowing for the leveling of 
another important industrial structure that survives from the mid-20th 
century, while providing commercial and cultural context for the 
neighborhood, and redevelopment of Pennsylvania Street. Remember that 
the exceptional mid-century modern Santa Fe Depot is only 300 yards 
northeast of the Black Hills shed, built almost simultaneously. This building 
must stay in place, be restored, and made a living part of the new arts 
district, by housing businesses that will provide for the public good, and 
bring people back to East Lawrence. [http://tinyurl.com/lemcurg] 

 

Let us be reminded that the developer of record of the Warehouse Arts 
District, Tony Krsnich, has made an attempt to procure the site of the 
threatened steel shed on the site of Lawrence’s historic natural gas works – 
with the intention of renovating the structure, and giving it a role in the 
further commercial and cultural development of the East Bottoms. Mr. 
Krsnich should be given credit for this initiative – and public assistance and 
cooperation in realizing his plan for saving this valuable building. Let’s not 
operate in a vacuum. We have a private developer who says he is more than 
willing to take on the preservation of this structure. Let’s give him the clout 
he needs to cut a deal with the private monopoly we’re all bound to buy heat 
from, with which to keep ourselves and our families warm each winter. 
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As for the Krsnich initiative in the old stone barn west of the Poehler – 
perhaps the small bar that could be inserted there, in that tiny structure, 
minus any 55% food consumption rule, would be a harmless addition to the 
neighborhood – for now. Perhaps it would turn into a real problem. Consider 
that bringing in the food truck extravaganza, to meet that 55% measure, 
could end up creating a much larger range of environmental issues for the 
neighborhood, than simply letting Mr. Krsnich open up a small bar sans food. 
Imagine 3-7 vehicles sitting outside the place, with their engines running, 
and condensers whining – all to ostensibly keep enough flour paste in the 
bellies of hard drinkers to keep them from going ballistic at closing. Great. 
Let the bar open. Don’t let it open. Either way – the real issue for the area is 
not being addressed, or even talked about – and never has been – by 
anyone. 

 

The so-called Warehouse Arts District – saved by neighborhood activists 
decades ago, is 16 feet across an alley from Old East Lawrence’s historic 
north end, encompassing dozens of historic single-family homes. What’s 
needed for the Warehouse District to be successful, as a commercial and 
entertainment entity, as well as an integral part of a healthy and balanced 
residential district -- is a comprehensive land use plan for BOTH sides of the 
800-block of Pennsylvania, and adjacent property to the north and east – 
that will create enough critical mass to ensure a clientele of patrons and 
visitors for the old East Bottoms developments – while protecting the host 
neighborhood where we live, and want to continue to do so. 

 

For the development of the Warehouse Arts District to move forward, and 
before permits are issued piecemeal for projects like Mr. Krsnich’s small bar 
in the old stable – the city, the neighborhood and development interests 
need to settle upon a land-use and zoning plan for not just Pennsylvania 
Street and its environs – but for the entire neighborhood north of East 11th 
Street, east of the center line of Rhode Island, and its interface with the 
half-dozen high-density apartment and condo structures built or planned 
within the environs of this oldest of residential districts of this important 
‘national’ American city. This goes for the development of the so-called ‘arts 
corridor’ as well – which is being planned as a forerunner for expansion of 
downtown’s bar and restaurant district into and across Old East Lawrence, 
by collusion between the Lawrence Arts Center and development interests – 
with only marginal and meaningless participation by neighborhood property 
owners – and virtually NO discussion of mitigating trade-offs for the 
neighborhood, in exchange for hosting this scheme. 

 

In summary, as part of further decisions regarding the preservation of the 
Black Hills shed on East 8th, the establishment of a bar directly south across 
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the street – and any serious ongoing consideration of an ‘arts corridor,’ 
prospective land uses on BOTH sides of the 800-block of Pennsylvania Street 
need to be codified and defined, the north end of the neighborhood needs to 
be downzoned, and East 9th itself must be restored to its original condition 
and dimensions, as paved and curbed, with sidewalks on both sides of the 
street, in 1911. A new neighborhood plan needs to be codified, and an 
overlay district needs to be created, which will protect every historic 
structure along 9th Street, including eight historic single-family homes, 
between New Hampshire and Delaware. Downtown Design Guidelines need 
to be revisited formally, to prevent the ‘high-rise’ condo and apartment 
buildings rising downtown from driving owner-occupants from their homes 
along Rhode Island. Meanwhile -- languishing neighborhood public spaces 
such as the Santa Fe Depot and Hobbs Park need fresh planning, and fresh 
public and private investment. Residential property owners north of East 
11th Street deserve a moratorium on property tax hikes for a decade or 
more. Critical historic structures such as St. Luke’s AME Church and the 
Turnverein need to be fully stabilized, and fully restored, with the assistance 
of public funds, if necessary. 

 

Thank you for your time, consideration and service. 

  

Sincerely, 

 

  

Mark Kaplan 





MAY 12, 2015	  

City of Lawrence Commissioner’s 
City Hall 
P O Box 708 
Lawrence, KS  66044 

	  

Dear Sirs and Madam, 
	  

This letter is in reference to City Ordinance 8054 in concern to the proposed 
establishment of The Bistro at 804 Pennsylvania. 

Drasko's Food Truck & Catering fully supports the removal of the 55% requirement of 
Ordinance 8054.  Running a small business is difficult enough without having to increase 
our reporting requirements, unnecessarily.  The removal of the 55% through rezoning 
will allow for us to operate more effectively and efficiently 

We currently have an agreement with the ownership Bistro to be on site at least one day a 
week for the next 5 years, with every intention of renewing this as long as it's in business. 

With warm regards, 

Jay Draskovich       Richard Draskovich	  

Draskos	  LLC	  
2349	  Haversham	  Drive	  
(913)	  205-3345	  
jaydrask@yahoo.com	  

	  
	  



 
 
 
KANbucha 
126 Indian Avenue 
Lawrence, KS 66046 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
In regard to Tom Larkin’s request to open retail space in the East Lawrence 
neighborhood area, Kanbucha supports the removal of the 55% restriction.  We 
understand that operating a small business is difficult enough, and adding extra 
reporting requirements will not help to facilitate sales, but in fact, will help deter due 
to the reporting procedures.  Additionally, We have an agreement with the owners to 
sell our product on the 804 Penn St. premises for, at minimum, the next 5 years, 
should the project be approved.   
 
We appreciate your time in considering this matter. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
 
Elliot Pees  
Owner 
KANbucha 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 

 

Eric Ireland • Chef Owner 
Julia Ireland • Owner 
  

 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
May 5, 2015 
 
 
 
RE: Re-zoning Request 
 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
 
I currently own and operate a Food Truck in Kansas City, MO. Over the last couple of years I’ve 
taken notice of the business opportunities available in Lawrence for my particular craft. I believe 
that Lawrence is ready for a vibrant food truck community to the point I’m relocating my 
business to your town. I’ll be taking up residence at the 9 Del Lofts in June, and have the intent 
of being a part of the Food Truck Bistro at 804 Penn St. in development there. 
 
That being said, I fully support the removal of the 55% restriction currently in place so that I 
may operate unrestricted without reporting requirements. If passed, the ownership and I are in 
agreement that I will be on site to serve food no less than one day per week for the next 5 years. 
 
I appreciate your consideration in this matter, and I’m truly looking forward to being a future 
resident of Lawrence, KS. 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Brett J. Atkinson 
Wilma’s Real Good Food 

 

















 
From: Gwen Regan [mailto:gregan@flinthillsmgmt.com]  
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2015 2:34 PM 
To: Mary Miller; Denny Ewert 
Cc: 'Tom Larkin' 
Subject: Updated Poehler Support Letter 
 
Mary, 
 
Here is the amended Poehler Lofts support letter list, please make sure this replaces the one you 
currently have in your packet.  
 
To reiterate this tenant was not fully aware of the scope of our efforts and preferred to remove him and 
his girlfriend’s name from the list.  
 
If you have any more questions please feel free to let me know.  
 
Thank you,  
 

Gwen Regan 

Property Manager 

Flint Hills Management Group 

 

619 E. 8th Street 

Lawrence, KS  66044 

PH: 785-856-5657 

FAX: 785-856-5658 

www.poehlerloftapartments.com 

www.9dellofts.com 

 
 







----- Forwarded message ----- 
From: "Arch" <arch@sunflower.com> 
To: "bruce@kansascitysailing.com" <bruce@kansascitysailing.com>, "clay.britton@yahoo.com" 
<clay.britton@yahoo.com> 
Cc: "Scott McCullough" <smccullough@lawrenceks.org>, "David L. Corliss" <DCorliss@lawrenceks.org> 
Subject: Item 4 on agenda for March 23, 2015 
Date: Mon, Mar 23, 2015 9:55 am 

 

 
 
Dear Chair and Vice-Chair, 
 
Please do not allow a bar without requirements that all other bars/restaurants must follow. This proposed site 
was once 2 apartments.  He could of left it as apartments. He should return the property back to 
apartments.  Don't let him go around the restaurant/bar  requirements that was negotiated already. The basil leaf 
cafe has around the same footprint. They managed to put a kitchen into their building.  
It would be opening a can of worms to allow them a bar only. 
 
 
Regards , 
 
Arch Naramore 
1204 New York  
Lawrence KS 
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	Text2: May 11, 2015To Whom It May Concern;I own a gourmet food truck in Lawrence and am writing in regards to the Bistro in the Warehouse Arts District.  I have had numerous meetings and conversations with the building operator and have agreed to have my food truck at the Bistro for a minimum of one day per week for the next five years.  I expect this partnership to last longer than that and hope to be able to increase my days per week.  My concern is the 55% restriction and I support having that lifted.  Without that restriction in place I would be able to operate more effectively.  In addition, I do not welcome more reporting and paperwork as it takes away from my time to actually work in my food truck and generate income.  It's my belief that this will be a win win for both sides.  I expect the alcohol and beverage sales to help my food sale revenue and vice versa.  This way customers can stay at the location longer and enjoy both food and drinks.Another benefit being offered to me from the building operator is the ability to plug into both a power and water supply.  This also cuts down my overhead by not having to run my generator.  Thank you in advance for your consideration.Sincerely,Julia IrelandTorched Goodness785.766.2287torchedgoodness@gmail.com
	Text1: 480.296.1609 • torchedgoodness@gmail.com1234 Bluestem Drive, Eudora, KS  66025 
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